Get Licensing Ready
Available SQL Server 2019 editions

Licensing Power Automate

Introduction to Power Automate
Power Automate helps organizations automate their business processes across modern systems with APIs as well as legacy apps
without APIs. It drives end-to-end automation,
from simple approvals to complex workflows,
delivering benefits such as:
•
•
•

Reducing manual, repetitive, timeconsuming tasks
Reducing costly errors from manual
entry
Saving time by recording and
automating tedious tasks
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Digital Process Automation (DPA)

Digital Process Automation (DPA)
Creating flows
The Digital Process Automation capabilities of Power Automate enable the automation of modern systems with APIs, putting the
power of automation into the hands of all users.
Users can connect to more than 350 first- and third-party services with built-in API connectors for everything from Adobe to
Zendesk to on-premises products. There are hundreds of triggers for them to initiate workflows in whatever way is most convenient
– whether that’s with a button, through connected cloud apps, or on a schedule, and they can automate thousands of actions
choosing from built-in actions or creating their own. It’s easy for all users to get started because there’s a large set of curated, prebuilt templates that make it easier for users to start automating immediately and customize as their needs evolve.
350+ connectors

Hundreds of triggers

Thousands of actions

Licensing flows
Power Automate
per User

Power Automate
per Flow

$15 per user per month

$100 per flow per month

• A single license enables a user to
create and access any number of
flows across any environments

• A single license enables unlimited
users to access a flow across an
organization

• Licenses are assigned to users via
the Microsoft 365 Admin Center

• Licenses are assigned to one flow
via the Power Platform Admin
Center
• Minimum purchase of 5 per Flow
licenses

Best for businesses that want one
license for each user, regardless of
the number of flows they need to run

Best for businesses that want to
implement flows for unlimited users
across an organization

Pre-built templates

Licensing Power Automate – continued

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Automating legacy applications
The Robotic Process Automation capabilities of Power Automate enable the automation of legacy apps where there aren’t APIs or
connectors.
Power Automate makes it easy for users to automate these legacy applications by recording mouse clicks, keyboard use, and data
entry, and to automate the replay of the steps to be included in more complex process automations. These desktop flows can be run
in two different modes:

Attended RPA
Runs on a worker’s PC to automate cumbersome or repetitive processes, allowing the worker to correct any
errors as needed. This approach achieves many benefits of automation while allowing for human intervention
when human intelligence or business experience is required

Unattended RPA
Runs with no user logged in. Workflows trigger in the background, and then run at any time in the cloud. It is
used to accelerate automation of high-volume, repetitive tasks without lifting a finger

Licensing desktop flows
Power Automate per User
with Attended RPA

Power Automate
Unattended RPA add-on

$40 per user per month

$150 per bot per month

• Includes the full capabilities of the
Power Automate per User plan
• Includes desktop flow creation
capabilities
• The desktop flow must run on the
same workstation as the user is
using

Qualifying base licenses:
• Power Automate per User with
Attended RPA
• Power Automate per Flow

• Multiple desktop flows must be run
sequentially
Triggered by an explicit user action
on their workstation

Triggered in the background

Power Automate use rights included with Office 365 licenses
Select Microsoft 365 and Office 365 licenses include Power Automate functionality, where users with these licenses can create and
access any number of flows, except business process flows, using standard connectors. See this resource for a list of connectors and
classifications, and see this technical documentation for definitions of each flow type.

Additional resources
The Power Apps, Power Automate and Power Virtual Agents Licensing Guide
is an excellent resource. It is updated frequently and can be found here:
https://bit.ly/2LNyW8F.
The Power Apps, Power Automate and Power Virtual Agents Licensing Deck
is useful for further information and can be found here: https://bit.ly/3pTocVS.
Note: PartnerSource access is required to access this deck.
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